At Story the premise is
simple; we seek to tell our
story through the food we
serve. Inspired by chef Tom
Sellers’ culinary career and
the history of British food,
certain dishes are inﬂuenced
by memory or provenance of
ingredients. We want to
share these with you through
what you see, smell and taste.
For larger groups, we oﬀer
the option of exclusive hire of
our restaurant.

Capacities
Sit down –
maximum 38 guests
Session times
Lunch. Access from 12pm
Food served from 12.30pm
Venue cleared by 4:30pm
Evening. Access from 7pm
Food served from 7.30pm
Venue cleared by midnight

Menu:

A glass of sparkling wine
and canapés on arrival.
Full Story (8 course),
seasonal tasting menu.
Sommelier selected wines
and beers paired with the
food.
Coﬀee or tea and water.

Sample menu
Bread and dripping
Onion and lovage
Asparagus, langoustine and caviar
Scallop and Hand of Buddha
Potato, carrot and coal
Lamb, vanilla and bitter leaves
Lemon
Almond & dill
Please kindly note that menus are
subject to change in accordance with the season

What the critics say
“I can’t remember a meal that prompted
so many actual, physical reactions....
Moans of horny delight at an
extraordinary potato creation.”
MARINA O’LOUGHLIN, THE GUARDIAN

“The menu has a deceptive simplicity –
troikas of ingredients – but behind
them is a sophisticated, expert
construction that is elegant, thoughtful
and clear”
AA GILL, THE SUNDAY TIMES MAGAZINE

“Lunch was a thrill-a-minute
experience. A succession of show
stopping dishes that began with a
couple of insanely delicious prestarters... sets the tone for a meal which
is designed to be talked about, as well
as enjoyed.”
TRACEY MACLEOD, THE INDEPENDENT

FAQs
How long will it take to eat the Full Story?
We suggest that you allow roughly 3-4
hours for the Full Story. This will be
determined by the pace and size of your
party. If you wish to be seated for a shorter
time - a revised menu is available.
Can we be seated on one large table?
Unfortunately due to the style of service, we
serve groups table by table. We therefore
make the best conﬁguration based on your
ﬁnal numbers. We don’t seat any guests on
tables smaller then four (unless requested.)
Usual table sizes for private hire:
1 x 8 pax, 2 x 6 pax, 2 x 5 pax, 2 x 4 pax

Restaurant Story
199 Tooley Street
London
SE1 2JX
0207 183 2117
For more information
regarding prices and to discuss
options to create your own
experience, please contact:
sarah@p-mo.co.uk
www.restaurantstory.co.uk

